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Column: 'Bridge' exhibit at Zeitgeist sparks reflection on Minnesota
connections
By David Beard on Mar 23, 2014 at 11:37 p.m.

I live three blocks from the end of Interstate 35. That still amazes me. On one hand, I am so far north, the freeway ends. On the other, I
am at one edge of a network of interstates and highways that  connect the entire United States. I could drive from Duluth to Minneapolis
to Austin, Texas, on the same road.

I thought about that network of highway connections at the “Bridge” exhibit by Vance Gellert at the Zeitgeist Atrium (I also saw the exhibit
in January at the MacRostie Art Center in Grand Rapids). Gellert spent two years documenting the stories of people affected by the I-35
bridge collapse — talking to survivors, to the families of those who died, to politicians and first responders. Gellert’s work presents
portraits of dozens of individuals, arranged on a gallery wall in the form of the bridge. A PowerPoint projects the words of these people on
a wall — allowing them to speak as well as be seen, while didactic panels explain the collapse.

Photographs of the twisted remains of the bridge are included in the exhibition. This created a dynamic experience and, for me, an extra
layer of meaning. While the people depicted in this exhibit are struggling to move on with their lives, the spectre of the wreckage does not
leave them.

There are several Duluthians touched by the tragedy. Four University of Minnesota Duluth
policemen (Jacob Willis, Ben Stauber, Mike Brostrom and Chris Shovein) responded to a call
for additional police help. “We were impressed by what we saw from fellow officers and first
responders,” Stauber said.”We knew they dropped everything else in their lives, their
obligations, their families, not knowing where they were going or when they would get back.”
Now, the crisis has passed for most of us; we have time to reflect, and Gellert has given us a
way to start the process. Visit this exhibit if you can.

David E. Beard is associate professor of rhetoric at the University of Minnesota Duluth. More info about Vance Gellert can be found at
http://www.vancegellert.com; (http://www.vancegellert.com;) the exhibit shows at the Zeitgeist unitl March 31 (http://www.zeitgeistarts.com/
(http://www.zeitgeistarts.com/) ).
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